1. **Source Code Submissions to the DMTF.** Source Code Submissions to DMTF, to the extent they implement a Draft or Final DMTF Specification, are subject to the DMTF Patent Policy. For the avoidance of doubt, this means that the patent disclosure obligations (and any other obligations) to DMTF apply solely to the extent the Source Code Submission implements a DMTF standard and does not extend to enabling technologies that are not themselves expressly set forth in the DMTF Standard or technologies developed elsewhere and merely incorporated by reference in the body of the DMTF standard.

Source code developed solely by Members of the DMTF do not need to go through the feedback portal and may be submitted directly to a source code repository provided that an approved repository exists. DMTF receives Source Code Submissions under the Submitter’s copyright license as set forth in the Copyright provision of the DMTF’s Members’ Rules of Conduct, and agrees that any publication by DMTF of software will be under the terms set forth below.

Source code developed by Non-Members of the DMTF, or developed jointly by Members and Non-Members of the DMTF, or that had Non-Members of the DMTF contribute to the source code in any way, must follow the DMTF Process for Technology Submissions, Review and Acceptance (DSP4011). Patent disclosures and grant of copyright as well as agreement of source code publication must be made at the time of submittal.

2. **Source Code Publication.** DMTF Members making Source Code Submissions agree that the Source Code may be published under the following terms:

   A. **Copyrights.** With respect to rights under copyright, DMTF will publish designated Source Code under the terms of the “BSD 3-Clause License” as published by the Open Source Initiative.

   B. **Patents.** With respect to rights under patents, DMTF will publish patent commitments (if any) made by the DMTF Member in connection with the Source Code Submission pursuant to the DMTF Patent Policy.